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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

The Wiltwyck Quilters’ Guild is a non-profit organization.  The purpose of this organization shall be to preserve the 
tradition and the history of quilt making, as well as to foster awareness and receptivity to create innovation in the art, to 
promote and sponsor interest and appreciation in all areas of quilt making among our members and the general public, 
and to promulgate friendship and the exchange of ideas.

NEWSLETTER ARTICLES
Please send all articles to be placed in the newsletter within one week following the meeting.  This will give me time to get 
the newsletter done before the deadline. Either send your article via email to jf.wiltwyckguildnewsletter@gmail.com or 
snailmail it to me at  J. Ferrara, 165 Lily Lake Road, Highland, NY 12528. Please use a univeral format, or write 
directly into your email.
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2021-2022 Executive Board
At the May meeting the following were elected to executive board positions:

This is my last message to our members and I would like to thank each of you for your 
support and enthusiasm over the last two years. It has been quite a ride, although I could 
not have imagined a pandemic and the resulting lockdown. I accepted this position 
because I wanted to meet more members and was self conscious about public speaking. I 
have accomplished those goals and also improved the way we all communicate. Virtual 
meetings ensure that we will never have to cancel again and that we have wide access to 
teachers we had never heard of. Every member who wants to will have access to all that 
we do. I challenge each of you to do something often that “scares” you, you never know 
where it will lead.
Thank you all,
Mary
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MYSTERY QUILT

June is finally here and it’s time to show our mystery quilts to all of the guild members 
this month! It’s also time to post pictures of our mystery quilts on the Wiltwyck Facebook 
page If you choose to do so!
If you want your mystery quilt to be posted on Facebook with the other quilts, 
email a picture of it to Jenny Bach on June 19th , the day of the guild meeting. In 
the subject line write Mystery Quilt. Also, add your name below the picture so everyone 
(Including Jenny) knows who made which quilt. You can also write anonymous below 
the picture if you wish to remain unnamed in the post. Please do not email a picture to 
Jenny Bach if you do not want your quilt on Facebook.
For show and tell, we will each take turns showing our Mystery Quilts and saying a little 
bit about our experiences making them.
Some tips for showing your quilts on zoom are:   keeping distance from your 
device; the farther you stand back the better we will be able to see the entire quilt, 
or take a picture of it and show the picture of the quilt. Whatever works best for 
you!
I’m looking forward to seeing everyone’s beautiful quilts and how different they will be! I 
know you must be excited too!
Donald  

CHRISTMAS MINI QUILT EXCHANGE

I was looking at Nancy Martin’s Decorating with Quilts book and noticed how lovely the mini 
Christmas quilts looked draped over chairs, hanging on the wall, on table tops, etc.  I also noticed 
on Pinterest how many doll quilt swaps there are.  Pretty popular.  So, I am inviting you all to join a 
Christmas miniature quilt swap. You will have all summer to work on it ( Christmas in July!) and 
the reveal is in November.

The Rules:
1. If you join, you MUST fulfill your obligation and make the quilt. Someone will be expecting to 
receive it.
2. The size of the quilt is to be about:  12x16 or 16x18 or 18x20 or some similar sizing,
3. Colors:  red, green, white or any variation/ combination there of.
    ( ie:  red and white or green and white or red and green or all three)
4. Fabric:  100% cotton in Christmas, 30’s, Batik, reproduction, metallic
5. Pattern:  your choice
6. Quilts can be pieced or appliqué, machine or hand quilted. No tied 
quilts please.
7. All quilts will be revealed in November when they are exchanged.

Email me by the end of June if you are interested in participating in this swap.  I will randomly pull 
names out of a hat and match quilt maker with recipient.  And you have all summer to work in this 
fun Christmas swap.
And remember, if you live out of state or if you are a snowbird, the U.S. 
mail delivers!   
Ho, ho, ho...Merry Christmas!�
Ellen



PROGRAM NEWS 2020 - 2021

SAT MAY 15 - Sheri Ciffaldi-Morrill gave an inspired and inspiring presentation.  It encouraged us 
to explore and enjoy our own creative process of quilt making.  She also helped set up 
closed-captioning for our Zoom meeting.  For more info on Sheri and to subscribe to her newslet-
ter:  https://www.wholecirclestudio.com/

SAT JUNE 19 - End-of-year meeting.  Lots of show and tell and other fun stuff!

TWIN QUILT PROJECT

The Twin Quilt Project is looking for a new coordinator!  Do you want to expand your role in the 
guild?  How about taking over the Twin Quilt Project?  It's a great way to give back to the guild 
and to the community.  We have a smooth system for the entire process from pairing fabrics, 
cutting, piecing, quilting, binding, to delivery!  Give Linda Armour a call! 

ODDS AND ENDS  (from Mary Tyler)
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*    *    *

*    *    *

*    *    *

Poets Walk and Ferncliff Forest are two places that are wonderful to hike. Both are popular and 
are located in Rhinebeck. Poets walk has limited parking and is better for social distancing and 
amazing scenery. 

Quilting in New England is beginning to schedule in person retreats for those that want to move 
into more activity. I believe that they also have links to some virtual shows that are scheduled for 
spring and summer.

There is a nice website called quiltinghub.com. It shows quilt shops in the US and also internation-
ally. They have a trip feature that allows you to see what quilt shops are along the route of your 
trip. As we begin to move around more you may enjoy this site.
The Vanderbilt mansion in Hyde Park is a lovely place to visit. They have a large very active 
volunteer garden club that maintains the plant beds. Every year on the three days of Memorial 
Day weekend they have a giant plant sale which is replenished daily. Check it out if you are in the 
area.

My fiction choices for this month are older reads both by Eileen Goudge. They are “Garden of 
Lies” and the sequel “Thorns of Truth”. I am presently enjoying “When Justice Sleeps” by Stacey 
Abrams. She is known now as an advocate for improving voting access. Interestingly, this book 
was rejected several times by publishers who did not believe the premise that there could be 
corruption high in govemment. The more things change, the more they remain the same.
My fiction choice sprinkled generously with historical information about Prince Phillip is The Rose 
Code by Kate Quinn. Another that I am enjoying is Fresh Water for Flowers by Valerie Perrin 
(translated from French. I hope that you will also share your finds as I am always looking for a 
good story.
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LAST MONTH’S WINNER:    PEGGY STOLL

BLOCK OF THE MONTH
GEO GRID



ANSWERS IN SEPTEMBER
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